
STRENGTHS ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT GOD S EXISTENCE

There is no need for empirical evidence to prove God's existence. A strength of an a priori argument is that if you accept
the premise then the.

Yet another philosopher who published a criticism of the Ontological Argument was Immanuel Kant. He
states that: there are two uses of the word, one for describing and the other to tell us there is something.
Nevertheless, what ontological arguments do is to make faith coherent. He uses the analogy of a triangle
without three sides to demonstrate the illogicality of imagining God without the premise that God exists Nolan
 Malcolm finishes by saying 'Thus God's existence is either impossible or necessary. Up to this point Plantinga
is not talking about God as he has not dealt with the factor of each possible world having a more powerful
being. Jordan et al 50 Norman Malcolm formed a modern version of the argument based on Anselm's second
argument from Proslogion 3. By this reckoning Russell agrees with Anselm's claim that God is the greatest
concept we can comprehend, however he does not agree that this proves God's physical existence. The fact
that if you use the word God, then you, yourself must have an understanding of the meaning of the word.
Perhaps the strongest thing amongst the varying arguments is the logic employed, one cannot argue that it is
logically sound. The argument is intellectually stimulating and logically satisfying. The word God is no less a
sign pointing to a reality than is Alex. Anselm, an Archbishop of Canterbury, first proposed the Ontological
Argument in his book 'Proslogian', according to Anselm, both theists and atheists have a definition of God, if
only for atheists to dismiss his existence. The second premise of Descartes' argument is that necessary
existence is a perfection and therefore, a supremely perfect being exists. In the end, the argument must be
analytically sound and in this case this is only so if the premise is universally accepted. Yet this is precisely
the criticism levied against ontological arguments â€” that all they do is talk of words â€” the de dicto
necessary existence of a Greatest Conceivable Being â€” because what I conceive of as the GCB is different
from what you might think of. To use the word we show we have an idea of God which exists in our minds.
His main issue with the argument was that many people have entirely different concepts of God and so if the
argument were to work at all, it would only apply to those who see God as 'that than which nothing greater can
be conceived'. You cannot define God into existence. IS, and then the more interesting work can begin.
According to Davies, Malcolm's use of the word tells the reader absolutely nothing about the subject and relies
heavily on the readers supposition of God's existence Jordan et al  Yet existence is a predicate of God because
it is actually necessary existence we are talking about. Certainly it adds nothing to our understanding of a
yellow chair that it exists. This is exactly what Aquinas proposes God to be. Therefore, Anselm claims, God
exists in the mind. God is self-evident in himself because he is his own essence. How to cite this page Choose
cite format:. The first, Frege says tells us about the nature of things and the second gives us concepts of the
subject being described. This is not limited to imaginary beings: if you know someone, you only know them
relationally. In the case of God, a being than which nothing greater can be conceived, whose existence is
necessary. We might say that we should not expect there to be a game of logic to prove the existence of God
or else it would seem to negate free will and faith. Anselm, Proslogion. While these two people would
disagree on whether or not unicorns were real, they would not disagree on what a unicorn was. God, on the
other hand, being wholly simple, cannot have perfections taken away or added in the same way that an island
can.


